
Improve global 
standardization, efficiency, 
and quality with a single 
‘gold source’ of materials 
information.

Support lightweighting 
and emissions reduction 
initiatives.

Minimize legislative and 
supply chain risk.

Integrate corporate 
materials knowledge into 
CAD, CAE, PLM, and 
material modeling.

AutoMatIC
The Automotive Material 
Intelligence Consortium 
is a new project focused on 
best practice for materials 
information and its use in 
the Automotive and Off-
Highway Vehicle sectors. 

Example customers
• Bosch
• Jaguar Land Rover
• L&L Products
• Perkins Engines
• PSA Peugeot Citroën
• Rheinmetall (KSPG)
• ThyssenKrupp Steels
• TRW Automotive
• ZF
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For vehicle manufacturers and their suppliers, materials have never been more 
strategic. Material choice influences cost, safety, risk, weight, market image, and 
vehicle emissions. Materials knowledge gives a major competitive advantage: it 
enables you to meet quality and emissions goals, it is a critical input for your virtual 
product development processes, and it enables you to respond quickly to supply 
chain disruptions and new legislations. Yet many automotive companies do not 
have a single, consistent, standardized view of materials across their organization. 

The GRANTA MI:Automotive Package has been designed specifically to meet 
the materials information needs of this rapidly changing industry. Building on 
GRANTA MI™, the leading system for materials information management, it 
provides data and tools for vehicle design and engineering. And this materials 
information technology for Automotive is now being further developed and 
applied via a new industry collaboration, the Automotive Material Intelligence 
Consortium, ensuring that it will continue to meet industry needs.

Hot Topics for Automakers
Emissions, Lightweighting, and Environmental Challenges

Stringent emissions standards now dictate priorities for every automotive 
OEM. Whether your strategy is to pursue fuel efficient engines, stronger steels, 
lightweight alloys, or composites, materials information will be crucial to success. 
And automakers must now design with rapidly evolving environmental regulations 
such as REACH in mind. Find out how Granta can help by requesting our ‘Guide to 
Emissions Reduction and Lightweighting’ or by visiting the Restricted Substances 
pages on our website.

Support for Virtual Product Development 

With the trend towards zero physical prototypes, automakers invest millions of 
dollars in the latest simulation and analysis software to predict how their designs 
will behave in the real world before a single part hits an assembly line. Yet, without 
qualified material models, the validity of such simulations could be at risk. Granta 
ensures that your simulations use consistent, approved, versioned data.



The AutoMatIC Consortium
The Automotive Material Intelligence 
Consortium (‘AutoMatIC’) is an industry 
collaboration developing best practice for materials information and its 
use in the Automotive and Off-Highway Vehicle sectors. A strong base of 
technology exists to manage materials information, deploy it for use, and turn 
it into material intelligence with business impact. There are many exciting 
possibilities for further enhancements. Competitive advantage will accrue to 
organizations that adopt and apply these tools with maximum speed and effect.
The Consortium is helping to optimize materials information technology 
for the Automotive sector. It supports member organizations in maximizing 
the advantages from this technology. These include increased productivity, 
lower costs, improved product performance, enhanced compliance with 
regulation, and more leverage for investments in simulation and PLM.

Automotive OEMs
OEMs are under pressure: to reduce costs, increase quality, meet emissions 
standards, and standardize globally. GRANTA MI supports capture and re-use 
of valuable materials knowledge. A central source of materials information 
ensures quality and reliability. Unique integration technology enables sharing 
of consistent, traceable materials across CAD, PLM, CAE, Purchasing, Supply 
Chain, and Materials Testing, driving lean product development. Substitution 
and equivalence tools help to handle international materials designations and 
to select materials for lightweighting and emission reductions.      

Automotive Suppliers 
Whether for engineering design, QA, simulation, or forensic failure analysis, 
materials information must flow to the right people at the right time. They must 
have confidence in that data. Suppliers ofen use hundreds of materials, for 
hundreds of configurations and applications, over many design and engineering 
sites. Regulation and global manufacturing add to these challenges. 
GRANTA MI is the leading system for consolidation and control of materials 
information, enabling better, consistent materials decisions enterprise-wide. 
Results are lower cost and risk, and fewer manufacturing problems.

Body
Safety, reliabiliy, NVH, and manufacturabilty requirements on body-in-white 
engineering mean materials must be understood in exceptional detail to 
minimize weight and reduce physical prototyping through the use of simulation. 
As materials such as advanced high strength steels or composites evolve, 
the amount of data required for this understanding grows. Automakers must 
get data, quickly and reliably, to the right people. GRANTA MI supports data 
capture, reduction, and model generation, and provides data schemas that 
deliver proven best practices in managing body-in-white materials data.

Powertrain
The powertrain environment is tough for materials; challenges include vibration, 
high temperatures, and wear. Redesigns impact combustion, fuel delivery, 
turbocharging, exhaust gas after treatment, and many other areas. How can 
design and simulation engineers be sure that they are using materials data 
appropriate to the operating environment? GRANTA MI ensures a traceable, 
consistent source of powertrain materials data, with a set of best practices 
and tools for systematic selection of materials for new engine designs.
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Data stored in GRANTA MI can be easily 
accessed and applied within CAD, CAE, 
and PLM software.

Specific information resources and toolsets 
within GRANTA MI target key business 
problems for Automotive—for example, 
our innovative restricted substances 
solution helps to assess, manage, and 
design-out risk due to restricted substance 
regulations. 

GRANTA MI captures all of your 
valuable materials information in 
a single, shared system, enabling 
materials engineers to analyze 
properties and publish certified 
information for use across the 
enterprise. You can also access a 
comprehensive library of reference data 
covering steels, composites, plastics, 
and more.


